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1

I.

INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS

2

Q

Please state your name, title, and employer.

3

A

My name is Cheryl Roberto. I am employed by Synapse Energy Economics, Inc.

4

as a Senior Principal. My business address is 485 Massachusetts Avenue,

5

Cambridge, MA 02139.

6

Q

Please describe Synapse Energy Economics.

7

A

Synapse Energy Economics is a research and consulting firm specializing in

8

electricity industry regulation, planning, and analysis. Synapse works for a variety

9

of clients, with an emphasis on consumer advocates, regulatory commissions, and

10

environmental advocates.

11

Q

Please summarize your professional and educational experience.

12

A

For more than 30 years I have managed, regulated, or guided the operation of

13

utilities and regulatory policy related to public utilities. From 2008 until 2012, I

14

served as a Commissioner of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“PUCO”),

15

where I initiated a national pilot partnership with the U.S. Department of Energy

16

to support cost-effective deployment of combined heat and power systems. I

17

served as Co-Chair of the 2012 National Electricity Forum. As a member of the

18

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (“NARUC”), I served

19

on the Task Force on Environmental Regulation and Generation, the Committee

20

on Electricity, and Vice Chair of the Committee on Critical Infrastructure.

21

Immediately after my service as a Commissioner, I led a nation-wide program

22

advocating for regulatory reform as Associate Vice President of the

23

Environmental Defense Fund’s Clean Energy Program. The goal of the program

24

was accelerating the adoption of renewable energy technologies; modernizing

25

U.S. energy infrastructure; and eliminating financial and regulatory barriers that

26

prevent widespread implementation of renewables, energy efficiency, and

27

innovative energy generation and distribution approaches. Prior to my service as a

28

Commissioner, I led the Department of Public Utilities for the City of Columbus

29

as its Director, serving, with a staff of 1,300, the 1.1 million residents of the
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1

Central Ohio region. From 1987 through 2000, I practiced law as an Assistant

2

Attorney General in Ohio, Assistant Counsel in Pennsylvania, and Assistant City

3

Attorney in Columbus, Ohio. I hold a B.A. in Political Science from Kent State

4

University, and a J.D. from the Moritz College of Law at The Ohio State

5

University. My resume is attached hereto as Attachment CR-1.

6

Q

On whose behalf are you testifying in this case?

7

A

I am appearing on behalf of Sierra Club.

8
9

Q

Have you testified previously before the State of Missouri Public Service
Commission?

10

A

No, I have not.

11

Q

Have you testified previously before any other tribunals?

12

A

Yes. I have previously appeared before the Federal Energy Regulatory

13

Commission (“FERC”) and the U.S. Senate Energy and Natural Resources

14

Committee. I have also provided testimony before the Public Utilities

15

Commission of Ohio, the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission, and the

16

Colorado Public Utilities Commission.

17

Q

What is the purpose of your testimony?

18

A

I have been retained by Sierra Club to review the request by Evergy Metro, Inc.

19

and Evergy Missouri West, Inc. (“Evergy”) for authority to identify, track,

20

document, accumulate, and defer in a regulatory asset from March 1, 2020

21

forward lost revenues related to the COVID-19 pandemic. 1 I have not been

22

requested to review any other portions of Evergy’s application.

1

Application of Evergy Metro, Inc. and Evergy Missouri West, Inc. For Accounting Authority Order
Related to COVID-19 Costs And Financial Impact, May 6, 2020, State of Missouri Public Service
Commission File No. EU-2020-0350, In Re: Application of Evergy Metro, Inc. d/b/a Evergy Missouri
Metro and Evergy Missouri West, Inc. d/b/a Evergy Missouri West for an Accounting Authority Order
Allowing the Companies to Record and Preserve Costs Related to COVID-19 Expenses (“Application”).
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1
2

Q

Have you testified previously on the topic of lost revenues related to the
COVID-19 pandemic?

3

A

Yes. I testified in a proceeding before the Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission.

4

As I will discuss later in my testimony, the Indiana Utility Regulatory

5

Commission ultimately issued a ruling consistent with my recommendations in

6

that proceeding. 2

7

Q

What materials did you rely on to develop your testimony?

8

A

The sources for my testimony are public documents and industry literature, as

9

well as my personal knowledge and experience.

10

Q

Did you prepare or direct the preparation of this testimony?

11

A

Yes.

12

Q

How is your testimony organized?

13

A

I have organized my testimony as follows:

14

I. Introduction and Qualifications

15

II. Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations

16

III. Evergy’s Application to Defer “Lost Revenue”

17

IV. Accounting Considerations

18

V. Regulatory Considerations

19

VI. Recommendation

2

Verified Affidavit of Cheryl Roberto, June 10, 2020, Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission Cause Nos.
45380 and 45377, In Re: Petition of Indiana Office of Utility Consumer Counselor for Generic
Investigation into COVID-19 Impacts and Verified Joint Petition.
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1

II.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

2
3
4
5

Q

Please summarize your conclusions regarding Evergy’s request for an order
“to identify, track, document, accumulate, and defer in a regulatory asset
from March 1, 2020 forward lost revenues related to the COVID-19
pandemic.”

6

A

My primary conclusions regarding Evergy’s request to defer as a regulatory asset

7

lost revenue are as follows:

8

• Lost or unearned revenue resulting from lower than anticipated sales is not an

9

accounting item that can be recorded under either the Uniform System of

10

Accounts or Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”), which govern

11

Evergy’s accounting requirements.

12

• Even if unearned revenue were construed to be recordable, Evergy’s request

13

for a deferral does not comport with the requirements of the Uniform System

14

of Accounts and FASB. If an item does meet the threshold of recordable, such

15

as prudently incurred costs, then it must next meet the test established in

16

General Instruction No. 7 to qualify as a regulatory asset. That is, to be

17

extraordinary, it must be of “significant effect.” Evergy has made no claim of

18

net financial harm related to unearned revenue (or any of its other claims for

19

that matter). Reduced revenue does not equal reduced income. Evergy must

20

demonstrate that the reduced revenue also reduced its income; and that such a

21

reduction in income was significant.

22

• The Missouri Public Service Commission has never permitted a utility to

23

create a utility asset for lost or unearned revenue. Disappointing sales do not

24

qualify for treatment as a regulatory asset under Missouri practice or

25

precedent.

26

• Missouri regulation places the risk of volumetric electricity sales variation

27

squarely with the utility. The Commission authorized Evergy’s return on

28

equity under circumstances that included this allocation of risk. If the risk had

29

been allocated to customers, the Commission would have necessarily reduced
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1

the return on equity granted to Evergy to account for the reduction in risk to

2

Evergy’s investors.
• Best utility regulation practice is for Commissions and staff to recognize the

3
4

distinction between expenses, foregone revenue, and unearned revenue.

5

Commissions employing this best practice uniformly deny utility requests to

6

create a regulatory asset for unearned (lost) revenue due to COVID-19.

7

• Evergy has the regulatory option to file a rate case to update its authorized

8

revenue requirement and its expected sales. Evergy could even seek on a

9

forward-looking basis some rebalancing of the volumetric risk it faces when

10

sales vary, but this should also include an updating of its authorized return on

11

equity because it would change its investors’ risk profile.

12

• A Commission evaluating a request by a utility to create a regulatory asset for

13

unearned revenue due to COVID-19 should consider a balance of the equities.

14

Nothing in regulatory policy implies an obligation for utility customers to

15

insulate utility investors from their earnings disappointment. The Missouri

16

Commission has been explicit about this.3 Missouri businesses and local

17

governments are struggling through the impact of COVID-19 on their own or

18

going out of business altogether. 4 Economically, Missouri residents are

19

experiencing lost paychecks. 5 Meanwhile, Evergy has reported to its investors

20

that its financial performance for the second quarter of this year was even

21

better than last year’s second quarter. 6 By all appearances, Evergy is in a better

22

position to absorb any potential impact to earnings than their customers who

23

largely face more difficult choices.

3

See discussion infra regarding the Noranda plant.

4

Application, p. 4, paragraph 12; Ives, pp. 7- 9, lines 12-2.

5

Application, p. 5, paragraph 14.

6

“Evergy Announces 2020 Second Quarter Results,” August 5, 2020, Press Release.
https://investors.evergy.com/static-files/f46132b2-aa40-4932-9b46-9c0f8532008a
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• As a grantee of the public franchise authorizing the monopoly opportunity and

1
2

obligation to serve, Evergy has a public benefit obligation that requires that it

3

can and should do better than seek to be insured against shareholder earnings

4

disappointment at the cost of its customers, who are also suffering.

5
6
7
8

Q

Please summarize your recommendation regarding Evergy’s request for an
order “to identify, track, document, accumulate, and defer in a regulatory
asset from March 1, 2020 forward lost revenues related to the COVID-19
pandemic.”

9

A

I recommend that the Commission deny Evergy’s request for an order “to

10

identify, track, document, accumulate, and defer in a regulatory asset from March

11

1, 2020 forward lost revenues related to the COVID-19 pandemic” because it:

12

• Fails to comply with the governing accounting standards as codified in the

13

Uniform System of Accounts and to the accounting standards promulgated by

14

the FASB;

15

• Is inconsistent with Missouri precedent and practice;

16

• Would arbitrarily transfer the risk of volumetric sales from the utility’s

17

investors to its customers while still compensating the utility’s investors for

18

this risk through the authorized rate of return on equity, thereby improperly

19

insulating Evergy’s investors from the economic risk they assumed;

20
21
22
23

• Does not meet best regulatory practice as evidenced by the emerging treatment
of lost or unearned revenues throughout the United States;
• Ignores the fact that Evergy has a reasonable regulatory alternative in that it
could file a rate case; and

24

• Undermines Evergy’s public benefit obligation, which requires that Evergy can

25

and should do better than seek to be insured for earnings disappointment by its

26

customers, who are also suffering.
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1 III.

EVERGY’S APPLICATION TO DEFER “LOST REVENUE”

2

Q

What has Evergy requested in its application regarding “lost revenue”?

3

A

Evergy has requested that the Commission grant authority for it “to accumulate

4

and defer to a regulatory asset for consideration of recovery in future rate cases …

5

all extraordinary costs and financial impacts incurred as a result of the

6

coronavirus disease (“COVID-19”) pandemic.” 7 With regard to “lost revenue”

7

specifically, Evergy included a request for accounting authority order “to identify,

8

track, document, accumulate, and defer in a regulatory asset from March 1, 2020

9

forward lost revenues related to the COVID-19 pandemic.” 8

10

Q

What is the “lost revenue” Evergy seeks to defer in a regulatory asset?

11

A

In Evergy’s last rate cases, the Commission identified the revenue required to

12

provide Evergy an opportunity to recover its fixed costs, variable costs, and to

13

earn a reasonable return on investment or profit for providing electricity to its

14

customers. This is known as the utility’s revenue requirement. The Commission

15

set rates, based upon Evergy’s projected levels of sales, to collect Evergy’s

16

authorized revenue requirement. Because of the COVID-19 health emergency,

17

Evergy reports that it has sold less electricity than predicted to commercial and

18

industrial customers. The “lost revenue” Evergy seeks to defer in a regulatory

19

asset is the money that Evergy expected to earn from the sale of electricity to its

20

customers for the opportunity to cover its fixed costs, variable costs, and profit

21

but that it did not earn because customers used less electricity than anticipated.

22

Because I find it clearer and more accurate to describe this revenue as unearned

23

revenue, I will use that term hereinafter.

7

Application, pp. 1 and 3, Introduction and paragraph 9.

8

Application, pp. 12-13, paragraph 36; Direct Testimony of Ronald A. Klote on behalf of Evergy Metro,
Inc. D/B/A Evergy Missouri Metro and Evergy Missouri West, Inc. D/B/A/ Evergy Missouri West, July
2020 (“Klote”), pp. 4 and 5, lines 4 and 10.
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1
2

Q

How does Evergy propose to calculate unearned revenue related to the
COVID-19 pandemic?

3

A

According to testimony from Evergy Witness Mr. Klote:

4
5
6
7
8

Beginning in March 2020, actual billed monthly base retail revenue for
residential, commercial and industrial classes will be compared to
monthly revenues determined in the last general rate case for
residential, commercial and industrial classes. In addition, actual billed
monthly base retail revenue will include the following adjustment:

9

o

10

An adjustment to weather-normalize actual-monthly-billed sales will
remove the effects of weather impacting revenue levels;

11

o

An adjustment for reductions in billed monthly sales revenue recovered

12

through the Missouri Energy Efficiency Investment Act (“MEEIA”)

13

throughput disincentive;

14

o

15

An adjustment for any new special, contract customer related load since
the last general rate case order; and

16

o

An adjustment to eliminate the impact of customer growth that is not

17

associated with the pandemic and not included in the last general rate case

18

for Evergy Missouri Metro and Evergy Missouri West, respectively. 9

19
20

Q

What is the significance of the “adjustments” Evergy proposes to make to the
revenue it has earned?

21

A

Evergy is requesting that the Commission authorize it to record the difference

22

between the revenue it has earned and the revenue it hoped to earn but did not, as

23

a result of lower sales to commercial and industrial customers; but in counting the

24

revenue it has earned, Evergy plans first to subtract the sales it is making to

25

special contract customers and other customers who became customers after

26

Evergy’s last rate case. The significance of Evergy excluding revenue earned

27

from sales to special contract customers and other customers who became

28

customers since Evergy’s last rate case is that Evergy will be able keep these

9

Klote, p. 8, lines 1-14.
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1

additional revenues without crediting customers for all of the actual sales that

2

occurred. When Evergy later seeks to recover from customers the difference

3

between actual and expected sales, the revenue gap Evergy claims will be larger

4

than the gap Evergy experienced.

5
6

Q

What evidentiary support does Evergy offer for its request to record
unearned revenue?

7

A

Evergy offers that business contractions and closures within its service territory as

8

a result of the pandemic “have reduced Evergy’s revenues substantially and will

9

continue to do so for an unknown period of time.” 10 Evergy reports that total

10

retail load was down for April and May. 11 Industrial and commercial loads have

11

decreased, 12 but residential sales are up as a result of more people working from

12

home. 13 Evergy also references various Energy Information Administration

13

predictions that nation-wide electricity consumption will be reduced for the

14

remainder of the year. 14

15
16

Q

Did Evergy quantify the impact of disappointing industrial and commercial
sales on its ability to recover its fixed costs?

17

A

No. Evergy has made no effort to quantify the impact of disappointing industrial

18

and commercial sales on its ability to recover its fixed costs. It has not

19

acknowledged or attempted to quantify the contribution to fixed costs that

20

commercial and industrial customers make each month through demand charges

21

or customer charges regardless of the volume of energy they consume. While

22

Evergy does acknowledge that it enjoyed residential sales higher than anticipated,

23

it does not acknowledge or attempt to quantify the over-contribution residential

24

customers are making to fixed costs. By the nature of regulatory rate design, these

10

Application, p. 4, paragraph 12.

11

Ives, p. 10, lines 11-12.

12

Direct Testimony of Darrin R. Ives on behalf of Evergy Metro, Inc. D/B/A Evergy Missouri Metro and
Evergy Missouri West, Inc. D/B/A/ Evergy Missouri West, July 2020 (“Ives”), p. 7, line 12.

13

Klote, p. 9, lines 9-11; Ives, p. 14, lines 4-5.

14

Ives, pp. 10-11, lines 17-6.
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1

residential customers have over-contributed (or paid more than their share) to

2

fixed costs due to this unanticipated increase in electricity usage.

3

Q

What is the significance of Evergy’s ability to recover its fixed costs?

4

A

Fixed costs represent the expenses incurred by Evergy regardless of how much

5

electricity its customers use. Revenue from sales provides Evergy the opportunity

6

to recover its fixed costs, variable costs, and profit. If Evergy operates prudently

7

when its sales are lower than expected, the only expense it should experience is its

8

fixed costs.

9
10

Q

Did Evergy quantify savings or avoidable variable costs due to the COVID19 related to reduced sales to commercial and industrial customers?

11

A

No. Evergy does note that reductions in fuel costs resulting from the decreased

12

load during the pandemic will eventually flow through to customers through

13

Evergy’s fuel adjustment clause, 15 but it does not otherwise identify or quantify

14

any other variable or avoidable expenses associated with reduced load such as

15

operations and maintenance that it could experience.

16
17

Q

Does Evergy claim to have taken any action to mitigate financial impacts of
the disappointing commercial and industrial sales?

18

A

No. Evergy has not indicated that it has considered or explored any actions that

19

may be available to mitigate the financial impacts of disappointing commercial

20

and industrial sales.

21
22
23

Q

What types of measures might Evergy consider to mitigate financial impacts
of the disappointing commercial and industrial sales, particularly if reduced
sales will continue, as Evergy suggests?

24

A

Evergy could look for opportunities to optimize its fleet considering the new load

25

profiles. It could examine whether there are opportunities to economize by

26

identifying which resources are most cost-effective to operate or procure under

27

these new conditions. Additionally, Evergy could investigate whether it could

28

reduce its costs of capital by refinancing higher cost debt, taking advantage of

15

Application, pp. 11-12, paragraph 34.
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1

lower interest rates resulting from the economic response to COVID-19. 16 It could

2

also investigate assistance through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic

3

Security (CARES) Act.

4
5

Q

Does Evergy provide an overall quantification of the net financial impact
from COVID-19 related to reduced commercial and industrial sales?

6

A

No. Evergy has not even claimed, let along quantified, a net financial impact due

7

to the disappointing commercial and industrial sales. Considering over-

8

contribution of fixed costs by residential customers, continued contribution of

9

fixed costs through demand charges by commercial and industrial customers,

10

increased sales from new special contract customers and load growth, potential

11

O&M savings or other avoidable variable non-fuel costs, and the potential that

12

Evergy might be able to reduce its capital costs, it is not possible to determine

13

from the existing record whether and to what extent Evergy has experienced or

14

will experience a net financial impact from COVID-19 related to reduced

15

commercial and industrial sales. 17

16
17
18

Q

Please summarize Evergy’s request for accounting authority to create a
regulatory asset for the revenue it did not earn due to lower than expected
sales to commercial and industrial customers?

19

A

Evergy seeks to defer in a regulatory asset the money that Evergy expected to

20

earn from the sale of electricity to commercial and industrial customers but that it

21

did not earn because the customers used less electricity than anticipated due to the

22

COVID-19 pandemic. Evergy supports this request with reduced retail sales

23

figures from April and May and generic reports from the Energy Information

24

Agency that predict nation-wide electricity sales will be lower than expected.

25

Evergy has not claimed, let along quantified, a net financial impact due to the

16

See generally Cheng Jeffrey, Dave Skidmore, David Wessel, Jun 19, 2020, What’s the Fed doing in
response to the COVID-19 Crisis? What more could it do? Brookings Institute.
https://www.brookings.edu/research/fed-response-to-covid19/.

17

We do know, however, from Evergy’s report to investors that at the conclusion of the second quarter of
2020 it is doing better than it did during the COVID-19-free second quarter of 2019. See “Evergy
Announces 2020 Second Quarter Results,” August 5, 2020, Press Release.
https://investors.evergy.com/static-files/f46132b2-aa40-4932-9b46-9c0f8532008a.
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1

disappointing commercial and industrial sales. Evergy has not indicated that it has

2

considered or explored any actions that may be available to mitigate the financial

3

impacts of disappointing commercial and industrial sales. In calculating the

4

difference between what it earned and what it expected to earn, Evergy plans to

5

subtract revenue it has earned from sales to special contract customers and other

6

customers who became customers after Evergy’s last rate case. The likely result

7

will be that when Evergy later seeks to recover from customers the difference

8

between actual and expected sales, the revenue gap Evergy claims will be larger

9

than the actual gap Evergy experiences. In sum, Evergy is requesting an

10

accounting order that it will ultimately use to seek an order from the Commission

11

requiring Evergy’s customers to pay Evergy for electricity it never sold or

12

delivered, without providing any quantification of the net financial harm it has

13

experienced.

14 IV.

ACCOUNTING CONSIDERATIONS

15

Governing Accounting Standards

16
17

Q

What are the governing accounting standards applicable to Evergy’s request
for recognition of a deferral to a regulatory asset?

18

A

Evergy’s request to accumulate and defer unearned revenue to a regulatory asset

19

for consideration of recovery in future rate cases is subject to requirements of the

20

Uniform System of Accounts and to the accounting standards promulgated by the

21

FASB. Missouri has adopted the Uniform System of Accounts prescribed by the

22

FERC for major electric utilities, which provides instruction for recording

23

financial information about electric utilities. 18 Evergy is also subject to the

24

Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) requirement that companies keep

25

their records in accord with the financial accounting and reporting standards

18

20 CSR 4240-20.030. See Uniform System of Accounts Prescribed for Public Utilities and Licensees
Subject to the Provisions of the Federal Power Act, 18 CFR Part 101.
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1

adopted by FASB. 19 Both FERC and SEC require electric utilities like Evergy to

2

maintain their records in compliance with FASB Accounting Standards

3

Codification (ASC) Topic 980, Regulated Operations. 20

4
5

Q

What does the Uniform System of Accounts require for creation of
regulatory asset?

6

A

The Uniform System of Accounts defines regulatory assets as follows:

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Regulatory Assets and Liabilities are assets and liabilities that result from
rate actions of regulatory agencies. Regulatory assets and liabilities arise
from specific revenues, expenses, gains, or losses that would have been
included in net income determination in one period under the general
requirements of the Uniform System of Accounts but for it being probable:
(A) that such items will be included in a different period(s) for purposes
of developing the rates the utility is authorized to charge for its utility
services. 21 (Emphasis added.)

15

As recently explained by the Missouri Court of Appeals Western District, the

16

Uniform System of Accounts provides, with few exceptions, that net income shall

17

reflect all items in the same reporting period. 22 A regulatory asset is an exception

18

to this timing requirement and is governed by Uniform System of Accounts

19

General Instruction No. 7:

20
21
22
23

Those items related to the effects of events and transactions which have
occurred during the current period and which are of unusual nature and
infrequent occurrence shall be considered extraordinary items.
Accordingly, they will be events and transactions of significant effect

19

Policy Statement: Reaffirming the Status of the FASB as a Designated Private-Sector Standard Setter,
modified April 25, 2003, Securities and Exchange Commission, Release Nos. 33-8221; 34-47743; IC26028; FR-70). https://www.sec.gov/rules/policy/33-8221.htm.

20

ASC 980 https://asc.fasb.org/topic&trid=2156578; See also Comment Letter No. 7 to FASB, April 22,
2016, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, p.1.
https://www.fasb.org/cs/BlobServer?blobkey=id&blobnocache=true&blobwhere=1175833272031&blob
header=application%2Fpdf&blobheadername2=Content-Length&blobheadername1=ContentDisposition&blobheadervalue2=596826&blobheadervalue1=filename%3DPENS1.ED.0007.FEDERAL_
ENERGY_REGULATORY_COMMISSION_BRYAN_K._CRAIG.pdf&blobcol=urldata&blobtable=M
ungoBlobs.

21

Uniform System of Accounts Prescribed for Public Utilities and Licensees Subject to the Provisions of
the Federal Power Act, 18 CFR Part 101, Paragraph 31 (A).

22

Office of Public Counsel et al. v. Evergy Missouri West, Inc., WD 83319 (W.D. MO, July 28, 2020).
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

which are abnormal and significantly different from the ordinary and
typical activities of the company, and which would not reasonably be
expected to recur in the foreseeable future. (In determining significance,
items should be considered individually and not in the aggregate.
However, the effects of a series of related transactions arising from a single
specific and identifiable event or plan of action should be considered in
the aggregate. To be considered as extraordinary under the above
guidelines an item should be more than approximately 5 percent of
income, computed before extraordinary items. Commission approval must
be obtained to treat an item of less than 5 percent as extraordinary. 23
(Emphasis added.)

12
13

Q

What does FASB require for creation of regulatory asset?

14

A

FASB provides that in order for a utility to create a regulatory asset, it must first

15

have an “incurred cost” that would otherwise be charged to expense. 24 An

16

“incurred cost” is “a cost arising from cash paid out or obligation to pay for an

17

acquired asset or service, a loss from any cause that has been sustained and has

18

been or must be paid for.” 25

19
20

Q

Does unearned income qualify as a regulatory asset under the Uniform
System of Accounts and FASB?

21

No. Unearned income does not qualify as a regulatory asset under either the

22

Uniform System of Accounts or FASB. While Evergy makes much in its

23

application of the extraordinary nature of the COVID-19 Pandemic, the question

24

of “extraordinary” only goes to whether the timing of an accounting claim can be

25

moved to another reporting period. Evergy never addresses the threshold issue

26

under both the Uniform System of Accounts and FASB, which is whether

27

unearned revenue is an accounting item that can be recorded at all. Unlike the

28

claims Evergy has made for “its actual reasonable and prudently incurred costs

29

related to the COVID-19 pandemic,” selling less electricity than expected to

23

Uniform System of Accounts Prescribed for Public Utilities and Licensees Subject to the Provisions of
the Federal Power Act, 18 CFR Part 101, General Instruction 7.

24

ASC 980-340-25-1 https://asc.fasb.org/section&trid=2156667#d3e43596-110378.

25

ASC 980-340-20 https://asc.fasb.org/glossarysection&trid=2156666&id=SL2322129-110378.
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1

commercial and industrial customers is not an incurred cost and would not

2

“otherwise be charged to expense.” 26 Nor can disappointing sales be construed to

3

be “specific revenues, expenses, gains, or losses that would have been included in

4

net income determination” under the Uniform System of Accounts because sales

5

that never occurred would never have been included in a net income

6

determination. There is no temporal element to the question of whether unearned

7

revenue can be recorded. (Recall that the extraordinary nature of COVID-19 only

8

relates to timing.) There is no time period in which disappointing sales are

9

recordable under either the Uniform System of Accounts or FASB.

10
11
12

Q

If unearned revenue were recordable, would Evergy’s request for a deferral
comport with the requirements of the Uniform System of Accounts and
FASB?

13

A

No. Even if unearned revenue were construed to be recordable, Evergy’s request

14

for a deferral does not comport with the requirements of the Uniform System of

15

Accounts and FASB. If an item does meet the threshold of recordable, such as

16

prudently incurred costs, then it must next meet the test established in General

17

Instruction No. 7 and discussed above to qualify as a regulatory asset. That is, to

18

be extraordinary, it must be of “significant effect.” As I discuss above, Evergy has

19

made no claim of net financial harm related to unearned revenue (or any of its

20

other claims for that matter). Reduced revenue does not equal reduced income.

21

Evergy must demonstrate that the reduced revenue also reduced its income; and

22

that such a reduction in income was significant. The COVID-19 pandemic can be

23

judged an extraordinary event but Evergy has not claimed, let alone quantified,

24

the significance of the event to its financial health, as required by the Uniform

25

System of Accounts.

26

ASC Chapter 700 describe expenses, none of which could be construed to include sales that did not
occur.
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1

Missouri Accounting Practice and Precedent

2
3

Q

As an accounting matter, has the Missouri Public Service Commission ever
permitted a utility to create a utility asset for unearned revenue?

4

A

No. To the best of my knowledge, the Missouri Public Service Commission has

5

never permitted a utility to create a utility asset for unearned revenue. Evergy

6

acknowledges in its application that “there is not substantial Commission

7

precedent for deferral of lost revenues.” 27 Evergy has identified no Missouri

8

precedent for deferral of lost or unearned revenue.

9
10
11

Q

You state there is no Commission precedent, but doesn’t Evergy Witness Mr.
Ives testify that the Missouri Public Service Commission has recognized lost
revenue as an extraordinary item that may be deferred?

12

A

One could read Mr. Ives testimony to imply that the Missouri Public Service

13

Commission has recognized lost revenue as an extraordinary item that may be

14

deferred. But a careful reading of his testimony clarifies that this is not the case.

15

In response to a question about Evergy’s request to defer lost revenue, Mr. Ives

16

responds that “this Commission has recognized, revenues not collected by a utility

17

can be an extraordinary item that may be deferred and considered for later

18

ratemaking where the utility lost a significant portion of its customer base as a

19

result of a natural disaster.” 28 The case Mr. Ives references, however, does not

20

involve lost or unearned revenue. The Commission, in that instance, ruled that

21

“revenue not collected by a utility to recover its fixed costs may be deferred and

22

considered for later rate making.” 29 (Emphasis added.) In that case, a January ice

23

storm cut power to Ameren’s largest customer, Noranda Aluminum. The molten

24

aluminum hardened in two of the three production lines and Noranda’s output was

27

Application, p. 12, paragraph 35.

28

Ives, p. 10, lines 6-8.

29

Report and Order, November 26, 2013, Public Service Commission of the State of Missouri File No. EU2012-0027, In Re: Application of Union Electric Company d/b/a Ameren Missouri for the Issuance of an
Accounting Authority Order Relating to its Electrical Operations, p. 3, Conclusion of Law 3.
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1

reduced for most of that year. 30 During this same time, Ameren expended over

2

$35 million dollars in fixed costs to serve Noranda, which represented nearly 8.5

3

percent of Ameren’s net income that year. 31 As I will discuss later, while the

4

Commission permitted the utility to create a regulatory asset for these expended

5

costs, the Commission ultimately denied Ameren recovery of the $35 million in

6

fixed costs. 32

7

Conclusions: Accounting Implications

8
9
10
11

Q

What are your conclusions regarding the accounting considerations related
to Evergy’s request for an order “to identify, track, document, accumulate,
and defer in a regulatory asset from March 1, 2020 forward lost revenues
related to the COVID-19 pandemic.”

12

A

My conclusions regarding the accounting considerations related to Evergy’s

13

request for an order “to identify, track, document, accumulate, and defer in a

14

regulatory asset from March 1, 2020 forward lost revenues related to the COVID-

15

19 pandemic” are:

16

• Lost or unearned revenue resulting from lower than anticipated sales is not an

17

accounting item that can be recorded under either the Uniform System of

18

Accounts or FASB, which govern Evergy’s accounting requirements.
• Even if lost or unearned revenue resulting from lower than anticipated sales

19
20

was a recordable accounting item pursuant to the Uniform System of Accounts

21

and FASB, Evergy has made no claim of net financial harm related to lost or

30

Report and Order, May 12, 2015, Public Service Commission of the State of Missouri File No. ER-20140258, In Re: Union Electric Company d/b/a Ameren Missouri’s Tariff to Increase Its Revenue for
Electric Service, pp. 35-36.

31

Report and Order, November 26, 2013, Public Service Commission of the State of Missouri File No. EU2012-0027, In Re: Application of Union Electric Company d/b/a Ameren Missouri for the Issuance of an
Accounting Authority Order Relating to its Electrical Operations, p. 2, Findings of Fact 3 and 4.

32

Report and Order, May 12, 2015, Public Service Commission of the State of Missouri File No. ER-20140258, In Re: Union Electric Company d/b/a Ameren Missouri’s Tariff to Increase Its Revenue for
Electric Service, pp. 41-43.
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1

unearned revenue to demonstrate the significance of the impact, as required by

2

the Uniform System of Accounts General Instruction No. 7.
• The Missouri Public Service Commission has never permitted a utility to

3
4

create a utility asset for lost or unearned revenue. Disappointing sales do not

5

qualify for treatment as a regulatory asset under the governing accounting rules

6

or as applied in Missouri.

7

V.

REGULATORY CONSIDERATIONS

8

Allocation of Volumetric Risk

9
10
11

Q

Electricity sales volumes go up and down for any number of reasons
including weather or customer energy conservation. How does Missouri
allocate volumetric risk between the utilities and customers?

12

A

Missouri regulation places the risk of volumetric electricity sales variation

13

squarely with the utility. Electricity utilities do have the opportunity to seek

14

periodic rate adjustments, outside of a general rate case, to account for the impact

15

on utility revenues of increases or decreases in residential and commercial

16

customer usage due to variations in weather, conservation, or both. 33 However,

17

the Commission has indicated a reluctance to adopt a rate adjustment that includes

18

energy efficiency outside of utility sponsored programs. The Commission has

19

characterized this as an “unreasonably broad” interpretation of conservation that

20

would include any customer decisions or actions that reduce or increase energy

21

consumption. 34 When sales volumes dropped precipitously as a result of the major

33

Section 386.266.3 RSMo; Amended Report and Order, July 23, 2020, Public Service Commission of the
State of Missouri File No. ER-2019-0374, In Re: The Empire District Electric Company’s Request for
Authority to File Tariffs Increasing Rates for Electric Service Provided to Customers in its Missouri
Service Area, Conclusions of Law p. 57, paragraph Q.

34

Amended Report and Order, July 23, 2020, Public Service Commission of the State of Missouri File No.
ER-2019-0374, In Re: The Empire District Electric Company’s Request for Authority to File Tariffs
Increasing Rates for Electric Service Provided to Customers in its Missouri Service Area, Findings of
Fact pp. 56-57, paragraph 146.
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1

ice storm and resulting damage to the Noranda plant, the Commission found that

2

the risk of lost sales rested solely with the utility’s investors:

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

When Ameren Missouri chose to provide service to a customer the size of
Noranda, it understood that the profits it could earn from the business
relationship came with a substantial risk. The risk that Noranda’s
production would fall and that it would be unable to sell as much electricity
as it anticipated was a risk the company’s shareholders, who benefit from
the profits earned by serving Noranda, should bear. Ratepayers are not
the insurers of Ameren Missouri profits and should not have to bear
the risk that those profits are not as great as anticipated because of a
drop in production at Noranda. To now alter the consequences of that
drop in production would be to retroactively change the allocation of risk
approved by the Commission for the fuel adjustment clause that was in
effect at the time. 35 (Emphasis added.)

15

Q

What is the regulatory significance of this allocation of risk?

16

A

Because this is a risk the Commission has allocated to the utility’s investors, that

17

risk is one of the factors in setting the utility’s return on equity. The Commission

18

authorized Evergy’s return on equity under circumstances that included this

19

allocation of risk. If the risk had been allocated to customers, the Commission

20

would have necessarily reduced the return on equity granted to Evergy to account

21

for the reduction in risk to Evergy’s investors.

22

Emerging Regulatory Best Practice Regarding COVID-19

23
24

Q

How have Commissions responded to utility requests to establish a
regulatory asset for unearned income?

25

A

Requests by utilities to create a regulatory asset for unearned income are rare

26

relative to requests to create a regulatory asset for COVID-19-related expenses or

27

recovery of earned but uncollected revenue. Trade press reports that regulators are

28

rejecting these claims. 36 After a comprehensive investigation, I could locate only

35

Report and Order, May 12, 2015, Public Service Commission of the State of Missouri File No. ER-20140258, In Re: Union Electric Company d/b/a Ameren Missouri’s Tariff to Increase Its Revenue for
Electric Service, pp. 41-43 (emphasis added).

36

Penrod, Emma, July 7, 2020, “Regulators reject utility moves to recover revenue lost to COVID-19 as
analysts, advocates see trend continuing.” Utility Dive Brief.
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1

three Commission decisions addressing utility requests relating to lost or unearned

2

revenue. In two of the three, the Commission denied creation of a regulatory

3

asset. 37

4
5

Q

Which state Commissions have addressed a utility request to establish a
regulatory asset for unearned revenue?

6

A

The three Commissions I identified as having addressed a utility request to

7

establish a regulatory asset for unearned revenue are the Indiana Utility

8

Regulatory Commission, Wisconsin Public Service Commission, and State

9

Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas.

10
11
12
13

Q

You previously referenced that you provided testimony before the Indiana
Utility Regulatory Commission regarding the utilities’ request to create a
regulatory asset for unearned revenue. What was the outcome of that
matter?

14

A

The Indiana Utility Regulatory Commission ruled against the request for “lost

15

revenue” in a strongly worded order:

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Finally, with regard to the Joint Utility Petitioners’ request for regulatory
accounting authority for lost revenues due to customer load reductions, we
fail to see how creation of a regulatory asset for lost revenues would be in
the public interest under the current circumstances absent a financial
emergency to the utility that impacts its ability to provide safe and reliable
service. No such financial emergency evidence has been provided here. As
the OUCC and other intervenors point out, the Joint Utility Petitioners
have provided no demonstration of the financial impact that decreased

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/regulators-reject-utility-moves-to-recover-revenue-lost-to-covid-19as-anal/580899/
37

See Phase I and Interim Emergency Order of the Commission, June 29, 2020, Indiana Utility Regulatory
Commission Cause No. 45380, In re: Verified Joint Petition of Duke Energy Indiana, LLC, Indiana Gas
Company D.B.A Vectren Energy Delivery of Indiana, Inc., Indiana Michigan Power Company, Indiana
Natural Gas Corporation, Indianapolis Power & Light Company Midwest Natural Gas Corporation,
Northern Indiana Public Service Company, LLC, Ohio Valley Gas Corp. and Ohio Valley Gas, Inc.,
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Company D/B/A Vectren Energy Delivery of Indiana, Inc., and
Sycamore Gas Company for Authority to Defer As Regulatory Asset Certain Incremental Expense
Increases and Revenue Reductions, pp. 8-9. https://iurc.portal.in.gov/legal-case-details/?id=197c5aad9a93-ea11-a811-001dd8018921 and Supplemental Order, May 14, 2020, Public Service Commission of
Wisconsin Docket No. 5-AF-105, In Re: Accounting Treatment for Utility Costs Incurred Due To and
During Declared Public Health Emergency for COVID-19, p. 7, Order Paragraph 3.
https://apps.psc.wi.gov/ERF/ERFsearch/content/searchResult.aspx?UTIL=5&CASE=AF&SEQ=105&ST
ART=none&END=none&TYPE=ORD&SERVICE=none&KEY=none&NON=N.
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1
2

loads are having on utility operations or, more specifically, how such
impacts have affected their access to capital markets. 38

3
4

Q

How did the Wisconsin Public Service Commission rule regarding the utility
request to establish a regulatory asset for unearned revenue?

5

A

The Wisconsin Public Service Commission affirmatively considered but decided

6

against approving declining sales revenue as a component of a regulatory asset for

7

deferral. 39

8
9
10

Q

What was the State Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas’ ruling
relative to creation a regulatory asset for “lost revenue” associated with
reduced sales due to the COVID-19 pandemic?

11

A

The State Corporation Commission of the State of Kansas granted authority to

12

create a regulatory asset for “lost revenue” but did not offer any reasoning for

13

permitting the utility to record unearned revenue that was distinct or separate from

14

the utility’s request for cost recovery of pandemic-related expenses. 40 This

15

distinction was not raised by the Commission’s staff, which combined

16

incremental costs and lost revenue together and called the pandemic a “textbook

17

example of the type of financial event that should be deferred to a regulatory asset

38

Phase I and Interim Emergency Order of the Commission, June 29, 2020, Indiana Utility Regulatory
Commission Cause No. 45380, In re: Verified Joint Petition of Duke Energy Indiana, LLC, Indiana Gas
Company D.B.A Vectren Energy Delivery of Indiana, Inc., Indiana Michigan Power Company, Indiana
Natural Gas Corporation, Indianapolis Power & Light Company Midwest Natural Gas Corporation,
Northern Indiana Public Service Company, LLC, Ohio Valley Gas Corp. and Ohio Valley Gas, Inc.,
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Company D/B/A Vectren Energy Delivery of Indiana, Inc., and
Sycamore Gas Company for Authority to Defer As Regulatory Asset Certain Incremental Expense
Increases and Revenue Reductions, pp. 8-9. https://iurc.portal.in.gov/legal-case-details/?id=197c5aad9a93-ea11-a811-001dd8018921.

39

Supplemental Order, May 14, 2020, Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Docket No. 5-AF-105, In
Re: Accounting Treatment for Utility Costs Incurred Due To and During Declared Public Health
Emergency for COVID-19, p. 7, Order Paragraph 3.
https://apps.psc.wi.gov/ERF/ERFsearch/content/searchResult.aspx?UTIL=5&CASE=AF&SEQ=105&ST
ART=none&END=none&TYPE=ORD&SERVICE=none&KEY=none&NON=N.

40

Order Approving Application For Accounting Authority, July 7, 2020, Corporation Commission of the
State of Kansas Docket No. 20-EPDE-427-ACT, In Re: Application of The Empire District Electric
Company for an Accounting Order Allowing The Empire District Electric Company to Record and
Preserve Costs and Lost Revenues Related to the COVID-19 Virus, p. 6, Order paragraph A.
https://estar.kcc.ks.gov/estar/ViewFile.aspx/20200709104238.pdf?Id=00b96e3d-29c4-498c-a867bc332e3418d8.
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1

in order to be considered for inclusion in rates in the next rate case.” 41 The only

2

intervenor to the action, the Citizens’ Utility Ratepayer Board (“CURB”) also

3

failed to note the distinction between expenses incurred and unearned revenue. 42

4

At no point did the Commission have the benefit of relying on a record that

5

recognized the distinction between actual expenses incurred, which may be a

6

regulatory asset, and revenue unearned, which cannot be a regulatory asset.

7
8
9
10

Q

Evergy Witness Ives testified that the Iowa Utilities Board and the
Connecticut Regulatory Authority granted or indicated a willingness to
consider granting deferral accounting for lost revenues caused by COVID19. Do you agree with his assessment of these orders?

11

A

No. I disagree with Mr. Ives’ reading of these orders. Mr. Ives has failed to

12

distinguish unearned revenue from earned but not collected revenue (or foregone

13

revenue). The Iowa order relates to the Commission’s extension of its winter

14

disconnection moratorium. While the ordering paragraph does state “rate-

15

regulated utilities may utilize a regulatory asset account to track the increased

16

expenses and other financial impacts, including revenue change, incurred after

17

March, 1, 2020,” 43 this sentence must be read in context. The remainder of the

18

order directs the utilities to file reports with the following information:

19
20

(a) All reporting categories separated by residential, commercial, and
industrial customer classes in addition to the totals reported for all classes.

41

Notice of Filing of Staff’s Report and Recommendation, May 20, 2020, Corporation Commission of the
State of Kansas Docket No. 20-EPDE-427-ACT, In Re: Application of The Empire District Electric
Company for an Accounting Order Allowing The Empire District Electric Company to Record and
Preserve Costs and Lost Revenues Related to the COVID-19, Notice and p. 3.
https://estar.kcc.ks.gov/estar/ViewFile.aspx/S20200520163710.pdf?Id=c278ef17-ad84-4b9d-95f0ee4ef78c6934.

42

CURB’S Response to Staff’s Report and Recommendation, May 27, 2020, Corporation Commission of
the State of Kansas Docket No. 20-EPDE-427-ACT, In Re: Application of The Empire District Electric
Company for an Accounting Order Allowing The Empire District Electric Company to Record and
Preserve Costs and Lost Revenues Related to the COVID-19 Virus.
https://estar.kcc.ks.gov/estar/ViewFile.aspx/S20200527154720.pdf?Id=11343b52-1a49-448b-8dac544833f634e2.

43

Order Authorizing Regulatory Accounts and Establishing Additional Reporting Instructions, May 1,
2020, Iowa Department of Commerce Utilities Board Docket No. SPU-2020-003 et al, In Re: Winter
Moratorium Extension, Ordering Clause 1.
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1

(b) The number of customers disconnected by customer class.

2
3

(c) The number of customers involuntarily disconnected that were eligible
for energy assistance.

4
5
6

(d) The number of customers that entered into initial payment agreements,
the average duration of the payment agreement, and the average monthly
payment.

7
8
9

(e) The number of customers that entered into second payment agreement,
the average duration of the second payment agreements, and the average
monthly payment.

10
11
12

(f) The number of customers who entered into payment agreements not
required by Board rules, the average duration of those payment
agreements, and the average monthly payment.

13
14

(g) Revenue owed by class that are 30, 60, 90 or more than 90 days in
arrears. 44

15

The entire order concerns customers who are unable to pay their bills. There is no

16

discussion whatsoever about customers using less electricity. The Iowa

17

Commission granted the utilities an opportunity to create a regulatory asset for

18

earned revenue owed the utility that the utility has not been able to collect. It did

19

not address unearned revenue.

20

Similarly, the Connecticut case is also exclusively related to a moratorium on

21

disconnections and the Commission’s directive to the utilities to establish a

22

“COVID-19 Payment Program.” The Commission mandated that the COVID-19

23

Payment Program must include waiver of initial or down payments, fee waivers

24

on monthly charges, and may include waivers of accumulated interest associated

25

with late payments. 45 The Commission’s authorization of a regulatory asset was

26

limited to the costs incurred or revenues lost as a “direct result” of the moratorium

44

Order Authorizing Regulatory Accounts and Establishing Additional Reporting Instructions, May 1,
2020, Iowa Department of Commerce Utilities Board Docket No. SPU-2020-003 et al, In Re: Winter
Moratorium Extension, Ordering Clause 5.

45

Interim Decision, April 29, 2020, State of Connecticut Public Utilities Regulatory Authority, Docket No.
20-03-15, In Re: State of Connecticut, For A Proceeding To Establish A State of Emergency Utility ShutOff Moratorium, Section I.
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1

and the COVID-19 Payment Program 46 (that is, increased arrearages, the fees and

2

down payments, and accumulated interest payments that customers owed to the

3

utility but that were waived by the utility as a part of the COVID-19 Payment

4

Program). These cases are relevant only to Evergy’s request for “increased bad

5

debt expense to the extent they exceed levels included in the cost of

6

service,” 47which would be revenue earned but not collected.

7
8

Q

What is emerging best regulatory practice regarding utility requests to create
a regulatory asset for unearned revenue due to COVID-19?

9

A

Best utility regulation practice is for Commissions and staff to recognize the

10

distinction between expenses, foregone revenue, and unearned revenue.

11

Commissions employing this best practice uniformly deny utility requests to

12

create a regulatory asset for unearned (lost) revenue due to COVID-19.

13

Available Regulatory Alternative

14
15

Q

Are you suggesting that Evergy has no recourse but to continue operating
with less than expected revenue for the foreseeable future?

16

A

No. Evergy has the regulatory option to file a rate case to update its authorized

17

revenue requirement and its expected sales. Evergy could even seek on a forward-

18

looking basis some rebalancing of the volumetric risk it faces when sales vary but

19

this should also include an updating of its authorized return on equity because it

20

would change its investors’ risk profile.

21

Balance of Equities

22
23
24

Q

Are there any other regulatory factors a Commission should consider when
evaluating a request by a utility such as Evergy to create a regulatory asset
for unearned revenue due to COVID-19?

25

A

Yes. A Commission evaluating a request by a utility to create a regulatory asset

26

for unearned revenue due to COVID-19 should consider a balance of the equities.

46

Interim Decision, April 29, 2020, State of Connecticut Public Utilities Regulatory Authority, Docket No.
20-03-15, In Re: State of Connecticut, For A Proceeding To Establish A State of Emergency Utility ShutOff Moratorium, Section V. Order No. 7.

47

Application, pp. 12-13, paragraph 36.
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1

Evergy’s customers have no obligation to insulate Evergy from the economic

2

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Nothing in regulatory policy implies an

3

obligation for utility customers to insulate utility investors from their earnings

4

disappointment. The Missouri Commission has been explicit about this.48 Utility

5

regulation is a stand-in for competition. It does not guarantee utility investors will

6

always profit. As described at length by Evergy in its Application and by Evergy

7

Witness Ives, Missouri businesses and local governments are struggling through

8

the impact of COVID-19 on their own or going out of business altogether. 49

9

Economically, Missouri residents are experiencing lost paychecks. 50 On the other

10

hand, Evergy has reported to its investors that its financial performance for the

11

second quarter of this year was even better than last year’s second quarter. 51 By

12

all appearances, Evergy is in a better position to absorb any potential impact to

13

earnings than its customers who largely face more difficult choices.

14

Public Benefit Obligation of a Monopoly Electric Utility

15
16

Q

As a regulated monopoly public electric utility, does Evergy have any
obligation during wide-spread community disaster?

17

A

I suggest that Evergy, as a grantee of the public franchise authorizing the

18

monopoly opportunity and obligation to serve, has a public benefit obligation that

19

requires that it can and should do better than seek to be insured against earnings

20

disappointment by their customers, who are also suffering. Examples of good

21

utility practice in the face of COVID-19 abound in other jurisdictions. The

22

following are examples of companies and/or jurisdictions that have advanced

23

solutions that go beyond the nearly universal shutoff protections and waiver of

24

fees to ameliorate hardships for customers and community:

48

See discussion supra regarding the Noranda plant.

49

Application, p. 4, paragraph 12; Ives, pp. 7- 9, lines 12-2.

50

Application, p. 5, paragraph 14.

51

“Evergy Announces 2020 Second Quarter Results,” August 5, 2020, Press Release.
https://investors.evergy.com/static-files/f46132b2-aa40-4932-9b46-9c0f8532008a.
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1
2

o

In New York, National Grid has suspended implementation of its authorized rate
increase in light of the economic burden of the COVID-19. 52

3
4
5

o

In Kentucky, the Commission noted that jurisdictional utilities would be
permitted to seek approval to offer reduced rate or free electric service to
customers. 53

6
7
8
9
10

o

In Minnesota, the Commission urged utilities to identify investments that could
be made to support the economic recovery from the pandemic. The Commission
promulgated a set of criteria for these investments, requiring, among other things,
that they provide “significant utility system benefits” and “create jobs or
otherwise assist in economic recovery” for the state. 54

11
12
13
14
15
16

o

The Texas Public Utility Commission established a COVID-19 Electricity Relief
Program which implements a tariff rider to cover short-term costs. The rider acts
as an interest-free loan between ERCOT and each Transmission and Distribution
Utility (“TDU”) that will be paid back at the end of the program. Funds are then
directed towards qualified residential customers for assistance with bill
payment. 55

17
18
19
20

o

Other electric utilities are experiencing a similar reduction in revenue resulting
from electric load decreases in commercial and industrial customer classes, but
they have simply opted not to request relief related to load and revenue
declines. 56

52

New York Public Service Commission. Order Postponing Approved Electric and Gas Delivery Rate
Increases and Updated Reduction to the Low Income Discount Credit and Temporarily Waiving Certain
Tariff Fees. March 25, 2020. Case 17-E-0238, Case 17-G-0239, Case 16-G-0058, Case 16-G-0059, Case
14-M-0565.

53

Kentucky Public Service Commission. Order. March 6, 2020. Case No. 2020-00085.

54

Minnesota Public Utilities Commission. Order Approving Accounting Request and Taking Other Action
Related to COVID-19 Pandemic. Docket No. E,G-999/CI-20-425, Docket Not. E,G-999/M-20-427. May
22, 2020.

55

Public Utility Commission of Texas, Order Related to COVID-19 Electricity Relief Program. Project No.
50664, Item 107 (Filed 3/26/2020).

56

Comments of DTE Electric Company and DTE Gas Company on Utility Accounting, In Re:
Commission’s own motion to review its response to novel coronavirus (COVID-19), Case No. U-20757,
(Michigan Public Service Commission, April 3, 2020) p. 4; Consumers Energy Company’s Comments
On Utility Accounting Issues Resulting From COVID-19, In Re: Commission’s own motion to review its
response to novel coronavirus (COVID-19), Case No. U-20757, (Michigan Public Service Commission,
April 3, 2020) pp. 4-5.
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1

Conclusions: Regulatory Implications

2
3
4
5

Q

What are your conclusions regarding the regulatory considerations related to
Evergy’s request for an order “to identify, track, document, accumulate, and
defer in a regulatory asset from March 1, 2020 forward lost revenues related
to the COVID-19 pandemic.”

6

A

My conclusions regarding the regulatory considerations related to Evergy’s

7

request for an order “to identify, track, document, accumulate, and defer in a

8

regulatory asset from March 1, 2020 forward lost revenues related to the COVID-

9

19 pandemic” are:

10

• Missouri regulation places the risk of volumetric electricity sales variation

11

squarely with the utility. The Commission authorized Evergy’s return on

12

equity under circumstances that included this allocation of risk. If the risk had

13

been allocated to customers, the Commission would have necessarily reduced

14

the return on equity granted to Evergy to account for the reduction in risk to

15

Evergy’s investors.

16

• Best utility regulation practice is for Commissions and staff to recognize the

17

distinction between expenses, foregone revenue, and unearned revenue.

18

Commissions employing this best practice uniformly deny utility requests to

19

create a regulatory asset for unearned (lost) revenue due to COVID-19.

20

• Evergy has the regulatory option to file a rate case to update its authorized

21

revenue requirement and its expected sales. Evergy could even seek on a

22

forward-looking basis some rebalancing of the volumetric risk it faces when

23

sales vary but this should also include an updating of its authorized return on

24

equity because it would change its investors’ risk profile.

25

• A Commission evaluating a request by a utility to create a regulatory asset for

26

unearned revenue due to COVID-19 should consider a balance of the equities.

27

Nothing in regulatory policy implies an obligation for utility customers to

28

insulate utility investors from their earnings disappointment. The Missouri
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1

Commission has been explicit about this.57 Missouri businesses and local

2

governments are struggling through the impact of COVID-19 on their own or

3

going out of business altogether. 58 Economically, Missouri residents are

4

experiencing lost paychecks. 59 On the other hand, Evergy has reported to its

5

investors that its financial performance for the second quarter of this year was

6

even better than last year’s second quarter. 60 By all appearances, Evergy is in a

7

better position to absorb any potential impact to earnings than its customers

8

who largely face more difficult choices.
• I suggest that Evergy, as a grantee of the public franchise authorizing the

9
10

monopoly opportunity and obligation to serve, has a public benefit obligation

11

that requires that it can and should do better than seek to be insured for

12

earnings disappointment by their customers, who are also suffering.

13 VI.

RECOMMENDATION

14
15
16

Q

What is your recommendation regarding Evergy’s request for an order “to
identify, track, document, accumulate, and defer in a regulatory asset from
March 1, 2020 forward lost revenues related to the COVID-19 pandemic”?

17

A

I recommend that the Commission deny Evergy’s request for an order “to

18

identify, track, document, accumulate, and defer in a regulatory asset from March

19

1, 2020 forward lost revenues related to the COVID-19 pandemic” because it:

20

• Fails to comply with the governing accounting standards as codified in the

21

Uniform System of Accounts and to the accounting standards promulgated by

22

the FASB;
• Is inconsistent with Missouri precedent and practice;

23

57

See discussion supra regarding the Noranda plant.

58

Application, p. 4, paragraph 12; Ives, pp. 7- 9, lines 12-2.

59

Application, p. 5, paragraph 14.

60

“Evergy Announces 2020 Second Quarter Results, August 5, 2020, Press Release.”
https://investors.evergy.com/static-files/f46132b2-aa40-4932-9b46-9c0f8532008a.
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• Would arbitrarily transfer the risk of volumetric sales from the utility’s

1
2

investors to its customers while still compensating the utility’s investors for

3

this risk through the authorized rate of return on equity, thereby improperly

4

insulating Evergy’s investors from the economic risk they assumed;
• Does not meet best regulatory practice as evidenced by the emerging treatment

5
6

of lost or unearned revenues throughout the United States;
• Fails to recognize that Evergy has a reasonable regulatory alternative in that it

7
8

could file a rate case;
• Fails to recognize that, upon a balance of the equities, by all appearances,

9
10

Evergy is in a better position to absorb any potential impact to earnings than its

11

customers who largely face more difficult choices.

12

• Undermines Evergy’s public benefit obligation, which requires that it can and

13

should do better than seek to be insured for earnings disappointment by its

14

customers, who are also suffering.

15

Q

Does this conclude your testimony?

16

A

Yes, it does.
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
OF THE STATE OF MISSOURI

In the Matter of the Application of Evergy
Metro, Inc. d/b/a Evergy Missouri Metro
and Evergy Missouri West, Inc. d/b/a
Evergy Missouri West for an Accounting
Authority Order Allowing the Companies
to Record and Preserve Costs Related to
COVID-19 Expenses

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. EU-2020-0350

AFFIDAVIT
Pursuant to Missouri Public Service Commission Guidance released on March 24, 2020,
I, Cheryl Roberto, hereby state:
1. My name is Cheryl Roberto, and I am a Senior Principal at Synapse Energy Economics,
Inc. My business address is 485 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139.
2. Attached hereto and made part hereof for all purposes is my Rebuttal Testimony on
behalf of Sierra Club, including exhibits, all of which have been prepared in written form
for introduction into evidence in the above-referenced docket.
3. I hereby swear and affirm that based upon my personal knowledge, the facts stated in the
rebuttal testimony are true. In addition, my judgment is based upon my professional
experience, and the opinions and conclusions stated in the testimony are true, valid, and
accurate.
Under penalty of perjury, I declare that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief.

Cheryl Roberto

___________________________________
Cheryl Roberto

